Verwendbare Musiktitel

**90 – 119 bpm**

Hilltop Hoods – The Nosebleed Section (97 bpm)
Justin Timberlake – Can´t stop the feeling (112 bpm)

**120 – 129 bpm**

Pascal Letoublon – Friendship (121 bpm)
Basshunter – Now You´re Gone (Billy Marlais Bootleg) (128 bpm)
Lumidee, Fatman Scoop – Dance! – Voodoo & Serano Club Mix (128 bpm)
Maggie Lindemann, Gabry Ponte, LUM!x – Pretty Girl (Gabry Ponte x LUM!x x Paul Gannon Remix) (128 bpm)
Helion – Bamboo (128 bpm)
LUM!x – Monster (128 bpm)
Sean & Bobo feat. A Billion Robots – You (128 bpm)

**> 140 bpm**

DJ Fricktion – First One – Electro Remix (140 bpm)
Cascada – Truly Madly Deeply – Radio Edit (140 bpm)
Scooter – Suavemente (140 bpm)
Cascada – Everytime We touch – Radio Edit (141 bpm)
Italobrothers – Sleep When we´re Dead – Video Edit (142 bpm)
Scooter – The Question Is What Is The Question (142 bpm)
Scooter ft. Status Quo – Jump that Rock (Whatever You Want) (145 bpm)
Scooter – Jumping all over the World (150 bpm)
Italobrothers – Stamp on the Ground (150 bpm)
DJ Panda, Da Tweekaz, DJ THT, Ran-D - It's a Dream - Infused mix Radio (165 bpm)